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About Master Phang
As the founder and CEO of New Trend Lifestyle
Group, Grand Master Hillary Phang is the resident
Feng Shui and Astrology contributor to numerous
newspapers and magazines’ lifestyle column.
This has been the fourth consecutive year where
he has been invited to be Nippon Paint’s Colour
Advisor. By infusing Feng Shui methodology with
modern design concepts, he had used his
expertise to help many households improve
their general fortune for many years!

Vibrant Colours,
Beautiful Homes,
Celebrating Life
Our lives are imbued with colours – it
captivates our senses, changes our mood
and affects our daily life. The spectrum of
colours gives us a wealth of emotions and
thoughts. Each colour permeates human’s
neurological, mental and psychological
state differently. Can you imagine our lives
without colours? The importance of colours
cannot be underestimated, and if used
appropriately; colours could lift moods,
evoke happiness and bring successes into
our lives.
Colours are everywhere in life, and more
families are using them for home aesthetics
purposes to bring about comfort, warmth and
even inspiration! Making use of the principles
of Five Elements can help you choose
suitable complementary colours to optimize
environmental advantages and to build a
harmonious home. A correct application of
colour choices can draw in enormous luck to
your life, work, home and family harmony to
attain divine blessings. As different spaces
require you to adorn it with different colours;
modern Feng Shui guides you on colour
coordination techniques to create stylish
spaces and beautiful homes.
A splash of colour is sometimes all it takes
to brighten and refresh your surroundings.
Nippon Paint provides many colours, shades
and hues to create unlimited possibilities
in home! With Nippon Paint Colours of
Fortune 2017, discover the colour that
matches your zodiac sign and your Eight
Characters to enhance prosperity factors,
build your dream home and open the doors
to greater happiness!

䕠ꗻ埡㣐䋗
❇崍굥宐ㄐ椚勉㪭

MASTER PHANG
Feng Shui, New Trend Lifestyle Group CEO
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

R AT

1636

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩롖涸➃㖈䎃涸侮䎃鵘⸷ꬋ䌢♶ꝡ剣し僤넞撑赡剣灶㣖㿨⛓韌⡎㼆侮⡤鵘⸷涸꣖烯♶㣐㽍Ⱖ✲⚌
鵘⿺餒鵘㼜剣㥩涸〄㾝 կ
With the presence of auspicious and lucky stars, individuals born in the year of the Rat will have
relatively good fortune. Despite clashing with Tai Sui, there is no great obstacle and there will be
good progress particularly in career and ﬁnance.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃㖈✲⚌♳➿邍剣㥎䚍餥➃ⴀ梡蕯湬㾩♳䧴罈匣⚹㥎
䚍㼜㺂僒「ⵌ餿霋㾩롖➃㖈䎃䖎㺂僒䪪ⵌ倝涸䊨⡲
⸖⸂䊨⡲⠔剣䨾䲿⼮կ

⨴䐀鵘倰岤䠑Ⱒ蒜ծ過嫫ծ過祪곿姻剢ծ㔋剢ծⰙ剢ծⰓ
剢魧⡤♶鷓䛋剣ⴉ⯕⛓拇➚䎃銳⥂䭯葻㥩涸欰崞⛴䟗峇
魧荈昶㢴⨞鵘⸓

This year, an appearance of a lady benefactor
is possible. In the career aspect, you could gain
recognition easily if you have a female supervisor or
boss. In 2017, individuals born in the year of the Rat can
easily ﬁnd new jobs or gain promotions through hard
work and dedication.

In terms of health, take note of problems related to
joints, blood poisoning, and blood sugar (glucose)
level. In the ﬁrst, fourth, sixth, and eighth lunar months,
there will be illnesses or misfortunes with sharp objects
which lead to injuries. This year, it is important to
maintain good living habits and to exercise more!

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE

㾩롖涸剦䫏餴鵘⢕歊㸔✈⽁〳蜦》凐ⵄ姻餒⨊餒鵘⛲剣
鵳姿➢✲欰䠑⟄㥎䚍곥㹐⚹⚺㥵繠㺂ծ⻊㥿ծ㥎㡦剪鄳䧴껑
暟瘝剒⚹剣ⵄ蠒⚌괄椚䟝姻餒荈搬剣䨾鵳餖կ㹐⾍⡙✵⚎
⿺⻌倰欽랕蒀刿⚹㹆餒鵘刿幑傢侨կ

㾩롖涸剦䎃䞔䠭♳剣㺂僒月妝劅呠蔄饥祍嶃鵘䊺
㭵➃㡦銳⸈⦔䲿ⴗ⺡小鶴✵ꂊ蒀餒孞ծ康虹굥蔄ꨓ剢涸
㖞䨾㼋荝㹻鵘㣟ㄤկ䨻ꢂ䒊雳⚹磋紤蒀〳㟞鵳㣗㧻䠭䞔ㄤ
靕կ

Individuals born in the year of the Rat possess good
investment luck and lady luck shines on your property
speculation decisions. Business-wise, industries
that focus on women as target audience (example:
beauty, cosmetics, female wear or jewellery) tend to
be more favorable and proﬁtable. It is advantageous
if the living room is situated in the East or the North
direction; using yellow colours for your home can also
enhance fortune.

In 2017, those born in the year of the Rat are prone
to temptations and may be faced with events that
are out of their control. Married individuals need to
actively avoid the four cardinal vices (alcoholism,
sex, avarice, and arrogance), as well as avoid
frequenting entertainment locations, which will lead
to disharmony at home. The best colours for the
bedroom would be shades of pink.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩롖涸剦䒊雳㖈♲剢ծ❀剢ծ⛰剢ծ⼧♧剢劍ꢂ鄳⥝㹻㸔〳⢪㹻鵘ծ⨊餒鵘鴪ⵌ紵餒傢犷ծ揦搬♧倝涸佪卓կ
This year, we advise individuals born in the year of the Rat to renovate your home either in the third, ﬁfth,
ninth or eleventh lunar months to help you draw in harmony to your life. It can help increase luck in the
accumulation of wealth and bring positivity.
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Photo courtesy of U-Home Interior Design Pte Ltd
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2

Photo courtesy of Ciseern by Designer Furnishings Pte Ltd

Photo courtesy of Absolook Interior Design Pte Ltd

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

YELLOW JASMINE
NP YO 1100D

2

DAISY PETAL
NP YO 1124P

TOO SHY
NP R 1313P

EXOTIC BLOOM
NP R 1296D

3

ZINNIA SCARLET
NP R 1282D

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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For individuals born in the year of the Ox, this year represents a year for progression and possible
promotions. With the help of the auspicious star Jin Kui, it is a year for accumulating wealth.
Endurance is the key to achieving great results.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃涸✲⚌鵘䖤ⵌ姻涸〄㾝刿剣⼮翟涸劼⠔䊨⡲ꆀ赡搬
㢴⽲䘐䖤♶❠⛙⛖翟⡙䲿⼮涸ず傞佐Ⰶ⛲⠔湱䎾涸㟞⸈կ
ⵄ欽綁蒀⚹㹻㾀蒀䕙㛇炄䌄勻加抠湱傢涸⡲欽〳⟄䌐⸔䒓
鸑鵘⸷雮✲⚌姿姿넞⼮կ

㾩暋涸剦➚䎃銳暵ⵆ岤䠑㹻⚥罏涸⨴䐀㹻⚥㥵剣㾩
权ծ柎ծ跑ծ륫ծ⯨涸鳊㽍Ⱖ僽昿❵䧴㣐ㆥ刿銳暵ⵆ岤䠑㹻
⚥㸔꡶䒓ぢ⽂倰刿銳⨞鷍摾鍒⾌岁꡶㸝魧⥂䎂㸝կ

In 2017, there will be advancement in terms of career,
particularly with opportunities for promotions and
pay rise. While there might be an increased workload,
individuals will be enjoying his or her work. The colour
green helps boost the Wood-Fire elements that are in
play this year; hence, use them to your advantage for
your home.

Your health palace clashes with the wellbeing of the
seniors at home. Pay attention to the health of your
father, elder brother or elderly in the household who
are born in the years of the Dog, Monkey, Snake,
Dragon or Rabbit. If the main door at home open
towards the South direction, there is a need to look for
our experienced Geomancer to make use of suitable
rites to get rid of bad inﬂuences.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE

➚䎃姻餒僤涸続佦〫ⵄ✵姻翟䊨⡲䧴罏僽鳅絁涸䫏餴
䎇♶鷓㹆瀊絁拯⽁䧴罏僽굥ꤗ鳅㣐涸䫏劼崞⸓䨾⟄⼪♰♶
銳䪬䬐㣖㢴涸⦶餧⟄灶署կ啕蒀僽➚䎃䲿⼮餒鵘剒ꅾ銳涸
蒀䕙ざ椚鵘欽굥宐䵨ꂁ鄳껑腊鴪ⵌ䠑䟝♶ⵌ涸䒓鵘佪卓կ

䒗䚍呠蔄続傢➃続ꬋ䌢㥩剣劼⠔絕霋倝剦䊺絑剣珘㹁
涸⠶⣥➚䎃僽絕㭵涸㥩傞劼㥎䚍刿剣傢㣗鵘♶銳ꝡ鵂㣔
饀葻劼կ

The presence of an auspicious ﬁnancial star shines
on your direct wealth; advantages will manifest
in your career and long-term investments. Avoid
getting involved in loans in order to prevent loss of
wealth. Brown colour is the auspicious colour of the
year, if combined with the display of suitable Feng
Shui ornaments; it can help improve overall luck
tremendously.

Luck with the opposite sex is good, as with social
relationships. There will be opportunities to make
new friends. For those in steady relationships, this is a
recommended year to tie the knot. Ladies will draw in
exceptional good fortune for their spouse too.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩署餒⛓䎃餒侔➃㸝⛙➚䎃鷓ざ鵳⥝佞♴魧媯㔐䔱歊㔩皍⽀靐✲⡤낉欰崞䔂魧㡫⡤昭㿋鵘⸓㽍Ⱖ僽
♲剢ծ❀剢⼧剢ⴀ㢪假遤〳⟄鲮鵘կ
It is a year with ﬁnancial misfortunes. 2017 is suitable for individuals to pursue self-improvement and seek
comfort in nature. It is advisable for you to exercise regularly to stay in tip top condition. Travelling in the
third, ﬁfth, and tenth lunar months in particular could bring about a change of luck.
6
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䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

NATURAL CEDAR
NP N 1878T

2

GOLDEN GRAIN
NP N 1842D

SANDED BIRCH
NP N 1818P

3

MIRANDA GREEN
NP BGG 1735T

WILLOW BRANCH
NP BGG 1772D

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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For those born in the year of the Tiger, 2017 brings the blessings of auspicious stars and the help of
benefactors. There might be major changes in life or work environments; you need to learn to slow
down, observe the situation before making a decision – avoid acting rashly. Your lucky colours are
red and pink, these colours can help attract benefactors and create an endless supply of good luck.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

㾩贄涸♳棴偛➚䎃䊨⡲鵘湱䔲♶ꝡ㽍Ⱖ僽銳邍梡荈䊹濼
霋⿺䩞⼶涸⚁⚌➃㡦➚䎃〳⟄⦶⸔餥➃僤Ⰶㄐ⸈⟄〄䮦悶
㖈涸䩞腊刿剣ⵄ✵宠㷖⿺罌霚կ✲⚌♳剣罏⚹餥կ㥎䚍⚹
餥➃銳䥡䖤䒓〡倰⤑ⵆ➃㼆荈䊹涸✲⚌剣䖎㣐涸䌐⸔կ

➚䎃㾩贄涸剦㼭䗱⨴䐀⿺䩛助곿կ㖈㢪鵴遤⛲銳㢴
岤䠑㺂僒⛙匧欰䝱➚䎃㾩贄涸剦銳鼙⯝♸㾩柎ծ枽ծ权ծ
⯨ず傞假康鵴遤կ

Individuals born in the year of the Tiger possess
fairly favourable luck. Particularly for working
professionals, 2017 is the year to reach your highest
potential. At work, there will be seniors and lady
benefactors who will aid you. While it is important to
speak up, keep in mind to speak with kindness and
always make concessions for others.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
➚䎃餒鵘♶⢕⼪♰♶銳剣䫏劼⛓䗱䫏餴⛓䗳곢銳㥩㥩
㖑⨞ⴀ勉邂ⵄ䒦♶〳⳪♧傞涸Ȿ⸓⨞ⴀⱿ㹁կ➚䎃涸餒暟
ꆄ蔄餩鳅㣐ꦼ⟄稡獤곢ꆀⰆ⚹ⴀ䩞〳⟄⥂殆餒涸
獤稡կ
Financial luck this year will not be favourable. It is
inadvisable to be a risk taker. Carefully review every
investment decisions and avoid making rash decisions.
Expenditure will be high and saving will be difﬁcult,
making it necessary to live within your means in order
to accumulate savings.

Those born in the year of the Tiger must be careful
of issues related to health and surgeries. Think twice
about travelling as well. Avoid travelling abroad with
those born in the years of the Monkey, Pig, Dog, and
Rabbit this year.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
㾩贄涸剦➚䎃㺂僒「霶䞨⟄荝䞔䠭♶䥡䖤䭭䯨ⴔ㼄罜鸣
䧭⠟㹲կⴗ䗻鵂✵⟣䚍♸㗏䭯銳䥡䖤⦶⸂⦶⸷㢙㣔た㾩贄
涸剦㹻䏭䞔䠭♶ㄤ靕䒊雳䬝ざ㹻妅撑晙䧴鄳⥝刿䰃拝
㣢抠勻䌄傢㹻鵘կ
With a lone Tai Yin star, those born in the year of the
Tiger are prone to relationship issues. Avoid being
overly willful or insistent and avoid picking ﬁghts. After
Summer, there will be a lack of harmony in the family.
We recommend taking family portraits, renovating the
house, or changing the position of the stove.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
䎃㾩贄涸剦㖈㢪遤鵘㢴⸈岤䠑➚䎃ㄐ⚥饥⸙銳䥡䖤獤㊤䗞䯩過䯩礒邉䎽䨻挿❭⯕僈絁荈搬腊䧭㽠
䎇䲿⼮鵘⸷կ㢴ⵄ欽랕蒀⚹㛇炄涸㠗紺䧴䶓霃剣ⵄ✵鵘⸷〄㾝䬸餒翸㹈կ
In 2017, the arrival of undesirable stars will cause major misfortune. Take special care when travelling
abroad and be sure to accumulate good karma by doing more charity to enhance luck factor. Bright
yellow ornaments or wallpaper at home can maximize chance opportunities and gather wealth for you.
8
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1

Photo courtesy of United Team Lifestyle

2

3

Photo courtesy of Linewerkz Pte Ltd

Photo courtesy of Crescendo Interior & Lifestyle Pte Ltd

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

YELLOW GLOVE
NP YO 1152P

2

MEADOW DAISY
NP YO 1141A

IXORA
NP YO 1095P

3

CORALLINA
NP R 1262T

FIRE PRINCESS
NP R 1268D

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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DIVA
NP R 1267A
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

RABBIT

0723

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
➚䎃㾩⯨涸剦㺂僒䬸⸙餒過⯕⛓拇㖈⾓鶖涸梠㞯⚥䧭 կ➚䎃蕯腊幑♨幑㋐赡剣㔮ꦼ鿪〳鵂Ⱒ⨞➃
銳♶䬳㼭蒜➃✲Ⱒ禹銳ㄤ靕⯓䥡䖤䧭㽠➭➃⤑腊䧭㽠荈䊹 կ
Individuals born in the year of the Rabbit clash with Tai Sui. In 2017, there might be wealth lost
situations and a possibility of sustaining injuries. If you are pregnant, it is good news as the baby
will change your luck for the better. In the midst of difﬁculty lies opportunities, you need to stay
optimistic even during tough times.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃㾩⯨涸剦㖈䊨⡲♳銳㢴➰ⴀ✲⚌㢅椚銳䥡䖤獤㊤
䗞㢴䌐⸔ⵆ➃銳䩧㥩➃꣢Ⱒ禹⚹➃ⵆ㣖鵂✵雦鳅剒絊腊
䧭㽠荈䊹կ遤✲⚹➃馊㣐倰䧭卓馊㣐雦鳅ⴭ馊㣟ⵄկ

Ⰼ䎃鵘⸷ꬋ䌢♶珘㹁⠔剣㗂낧牟絑牟絑邝䓳㣟溭胊氻
鬑龏氿瘝氿朐կ➚䎃⛲銳㢴岤䠑㹻➃⨴䐀㽍Ⱖ僽昿嫢⿺劍
氻䝖罏㾩⯨涸剦➚䎃㹻⚥ⴗ⺡⸓㕼կ

Those born in the year of the Rabbit need to use
actions to prove their worth in their work place.
Accumulate good karma when dealing with
work issues – provide help to others, make good
connections and don’t be overly picky – it will beneﬁt
you in the end. The more magnanimous you are, the
greater the success; the more calculative, the greater
the failure.

The overall luck for the year is volatile and highly
unstable. Take care of issues related to neurosis,
insomnia, gastritis, depression, etc. You also need to
pay attention to the health of your family members,
especially parents and those suffering from chronic
illnesses. It is not recommended to undergo
groundbreaking activities at home this year.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
㾩⯨涸剦㖈➚䎃㢙㣔ⵌ猧㣔⟄姻餒⠔剣䨾嶊署⼧剢ծ
⼧♧剢ծ⼧✳剢⚹凐〄呔⠔剣⨊餒鵘⸷կ➚䎃㹻⚥姻⚎倰
㹻㾀굥宐⟄⨊餒Ⰶ⚺罜㾋㶩䶓霃銳䥡䖤紵餒紵孞倰腊㟞幑
䎂곡կ㖈㾋㶩姻⻌倰㟖嶃♳稘蒀禹〳䌄勻餒鵘⿺㟞⸈餥➃
鵘կ⚎倰䶓佞㣐〽綁蒀嗃暟⛲剣䒓鵘涸佪卓կ
Individuals born in the year of the Rabbit will
experience a depletion in savings in the third quarter
of this year. In the tenth, eleventh and twelfth lunar
months, there will be a boost in your indirect income.
The Ba Bai star is in the East position this year, you
could leverage on Feng Shui principles or make use of
the colour purple to help draw in wealth, good energy
and improve the chances of smooth-sailing ventures.

䊺㭵涸㾩⯨剦➚䎃ꬋ䌢㺂僒䙕㶲䨾⟄鷓ざ㟞幑➃〡
⡎銳䲿⠔剣♧❈㼭䩛助涸곿㥵ⶆ艎❡瘝朐ⲃ〄欰կ〥♧
倰䠭䞔欰崞♶珘㹁⠶⣥ꢂ䗳㹁翸㼱猌㢴剒㥩♧饰㢴ⴀ
꡶假康կ
Good news for married individuals who have been
trying to conceive, 2017 is a good year to have babies
to add to the family. However, be careful of problems
in minor surgeries, such as incidences during C-section
births. On the other hand, relationships will be
unstable. Couples will not have much time together
and should try to squeeze time to travel more together.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩⯨涸剦㔔⚹❀遤僽ꆄ加湱⯘暵ⵆ㺂僒ⴀ梡❜鸑䠑㢪끻鲨罏䗳곢ꬋ䌢㼭䗱〳⟄ⵄ欽䯩過ծ峤暅瘝⦶姼勻
⻊鍒Ȿ㣖㿨䌄勻涸䠑㢪⠟㹲կ㾩⯨涸剦崨䎃遤鵘♶⢕䎾㢴邉㕼蒀禹㕼腊诡ꆄ䌄勻⯕僈腊䖤뚡鵘կ
Individuals born in the year of the Rabbit need to be careful when you are on the road this year. Accidents and
mishaps abound. Try to donate blood or go for teeth polishing services to resolve the injuries brought about by
the clash with Tai Sui. Make use of items and colours that belong to the Earth element to turn bad luck into good.
10
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1

Photo courtesy of Carpenters Design Group

3

2

Photo courtesy of Living Gaia Pte Ltd

Photo courtesy of Fide Living Pte Ltd

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

COUNTERTOP
NP N 1840D

2

COMFY TAN
NP N 1839T

NATURAL ALMOND
NP N 1823P

3

PURPLE COMET
NP PB 1414A

BOUQUET VIOLET
NP PB 1406T

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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DAWN GLOW
NP PB 1412P

11
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

DRAGON

5104

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
➚䎃㾩륫涸剦遤鵘㢴ꥻ㹲㖈䙼絬♳蕯⚹㷖欰㷖⚌倰腊⸆䧭ぜ㽠ぜ䪋㔋嵳罜♳棴偛⛓僒「僽ꬋ〡
莑㼭➃ꥻ㹲䊨⡲♳㺂僒鄄䮥⾓鸣佯罜♶濼銳㢴䎛❜剦䩧㥩➃꣢Ⱒ禹կ㾩륫涸剦涸䎋鵘倰ぢ僽⻌倰⿺⚎
⽂倰剒㥩腊㖈姼倰⡙幑縨㌂宐寑䧴罏䶓霃䧴嶃♳涯蒀䧴碛涯蒀腊㟞幑㹻䏭ㄤ❵⸂⛲剣⻊摾鍒⾌涸⸆佪կ
Immense pressure and obstacles surround the individuals born in the year of the Dragon. There are
good news for students as you will achieve success and ubiquitous fame in your ﬁeld of academia!
Working adults, on the other hand, will need to beware of malicious people who will lead you to
calamity. Interpersonal relationship will need to be taken care of. Place water fountains or have your
walls in white or cream colour in the North and Southeast direction to dispel negativities.
✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

㾩륫涸剦剣⼮翟⸈讏涸劼⠔կ➚䎃⠔鵓勻♧⚡㣐㾝䭗膃涸
劼⠔㖈䊨⡲♳腊䖤⟄倝〫銳驎㹊⨞㥩䩛♳涸䊨⡲♶䖤
縡㼭➃剣劅䖤ⵌ餥➃涸⸔⸂կ

⨴䐀鵘倰㖈㢪鸪㺂僒「꜈㐼䨾⠟剣䗱腮過盗곿
銳㢴岤䠑껏굹⛴䟗կ䎃⨴䐀饥⸙끻鲨罏㢴岤䠑遤鲨㸝
Ⰼկ䒊雳父挿⯕僈抧〳䌐⸔遤鵘կ

Pay raise and promotion opportunities await this
year. 2017 will usher in a chance for you to show your
competency as well as creativity at work. As long as
you put in consistent effort and hard work, you can
expect to gain help from benefactors in the workplace.

In the health aspect, beware of injuries caused by
sharp iron objects. Those with health problems ought
to pay special attention to your dietary habits. Health
takes a dip in 2017. Drivers need to careful on the
road, avoid driving under the inﬂuence of alcohol or
fatigue. Lighting the Guang Ming Lamp can improve
overall luck.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
㾩륫涸剦➚䎃餒鵘♶⢕岤䠑涸僽䱽ⵖ㥩荈䊹涸暟餴妝
劅椚䚍嶊餩㖈✳剢ծ♲剢ծ⼧剢ծ⼧♧剢ծ⼧✳剢㼜剣㣐涸怩
餒Ⰶ⚺㹻⚥䒓Ꝉ銳䥡䖤ꆀⰆ罜⚹կ
Lady luck is not shining on your ﬁnances, you need
to manage your expectations on material possession
and control your desires accordingly. Huge ﬁnancial
drains are possible in the second, third, tenth, eleventh
and twelfth lunar months of the year. It is important to
budget your household expenses.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
㾩륫涸歑䚍剦➚䎃䠭䞔㪞続鵘鳅㥩〳⟄絕霋ⵌぐ倰
鿪♶ꝡ涸㥎䚍䧴罏僽䒗㖑䠭䞔翸㼱猌㢴կ➚䎃㣐ⵄ✵㶩㥎
続ꬋ䌢㺂僒䙕㶲幑♨⽜㹔괃蒀〳⟄堜蒀⚹⚺⠔⢪㣗㧻䠭
䞔刿⚹輑崡կ
Males born in the year of the Dragon will have
exceptional luck with the ladies. You will have the
opportunity to meet ladies with many positive qualities
or get into a long-distance romantic relationship.
2017 is a favorable year for having children, and good
news will come knocking for those who are trying to
conceive. Warm orange colours for the bedroom create
harmony and unity for the family.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
㾩륫涸剦➚䎃遤鵘Ȿ⿺㣗㧻㹡䞔絬♳䖤♶ⵌ⠶⣥涸Ⱒ昶կ㺂僒月妝劅呠蔄㼋荝㣗㧻㣟ㄤ䒊雳㹻⚥㾀㹻굥宐⚎
⽂倰⡙䒊雳䶓佞ざ㹻妅撑晙륫Ⳡ匉䧴갉⛙渱〳䲿⼮㹻鵘ㄤ靕կ
The Marriage Palace takes a hit this year, and you will feel emotionally unsatisﬁed in your relationship.
As a result, it is easy to succumb to external temptation, leading to disharmony between couples.
Placing family portrait, a pair of dragon-phoenix cup or a music box at the South East position at home
can draw in peace and love for the family.
12
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1

Photo courtesy of M Image Interior Design & Renovation

3

2

Photo courtesy of Renozone Interior Design House

Photo courtesy of Omus Living

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

WHITE LACE
NP OW 1004P

2

SOFT PULP
NP OW 1019P

VIVACIOUS
NP YO 1162A

3

APRICOT FLOWER
NP YO 1199T

DEEP SAFRON
NP AC 2051A

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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CHEETAH SPOTS
NP YO 1197A

13
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

SNAKE

9836

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩跑涸剦➚䎃餒㺢ワ鲮♶⢕餒⸉⾓⸂⠔鸣䧭⾓鶖կ蕯腊倰⤑ⵆ➃馊僽䖤⸷䖤ⵄ涸➃馊銳䥡䖤⦶⸂➚䎃䗻宐
⾌♸冝氬⟄⿺⨴䐀곿կ
Unfavorable stars surround individuals born in the year of the Snake, there is immense pressure
related to money matters. Stay positive in the face of difﬁcult times, you need to be able to make use
of available resources to help you stay aﬂoat. Pay attention to water-related accidents and illnesses
that do not have obvious warning signs.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃✲⚌♳䮲䫔꣖忕㢴㺂僒䖤縡➃㼋荝⠍〒❵猌곢㧆㊤
㢅椚㥩➃꣢Ⱒ禹⡛靈⨞✲䗽雮靫贞腊㾅腊⠽♶銳✲✲䔂
ⴀ㣢♶銳➝䠑く✷〳⥂䊨⡲㸝㸌կ

㾩跑涸㥎䚍剦銳岤䠑㦀猰氬氻過嫫㶩㹡肃胊瘝
곿㥵剣冝氬⛲♶僒鄄唬叅ⴀ勻➚䎃⨴䐀綢魧僱蒜⟄䯩
過ծ䬬暅ծ峤暅〳鼙⯝過⯕⛓拇կ

Hindrances at work are expected and you need to
handle interpersonal relationships with care. Stay
humble, keep a low proﬁle and be resilient amidst
difﬁculties. Aim to be a giver instead of insisting
on being a receiver. Put in your best effort to be
cooperative and helpful to your colleagues.

For ladies, take care of problems related to blood
poisoning, gastric and also women-related sicknesses.
It is recommended to go for blood donation and teeth
polishing services before the lunar year to prevent the
occurrence of 'bloody' accidents.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
➚䎃㾩跑涸剦㼜⚰餒㊤➃㸝⛙ծ灶餒嶊拇涸梡韌⟣⡦
暭嶍ꆄ涸✲䞔䎾霪䪪㹻➃䧴剦㉁ꆀկ⨞欰䠑䒊雳䫏Ⰶ倝
Ⱓ猰䪮㥵㹒⠛䩧鸣ㅷ晥侮䕎瘝遤⚌暵ⵆ剣ⵄկ䒊雳➚䎃
靈侮㹻㾀굥宐㢴⢪欽磋紤蒀禹㠗紺❀遤湱傢腊鴪ⵌ䒓鵘
邉餒䎽涸⡲欽կ
Lady luck is not on your side in the aspect of wealth;
however, do not despair as the loss of wealth brings
you gains in other aspects of your life. For money
related matters, seek advice from close ones as much
as possible. Business ventures in the ﬁeld of new
technology, advertising, brand management and
aesthetic treatments are advantageous. Blush pink
colours can boost your wealth luck.

㾩跑涸剦➚䎃〥♧⼱僽⡹涸䭷騟僈抧蕯䖤⠶⣥佅䭯
腊刿♳♧㽻嚁կ䒊雳⨞㣗㧻ざㄤ修䧴뚡鵘修〳䌐⸔ꥻ㹲
嶊ꤑկ
Your spouse plays a pivotal role to bring out the best
in you. With his or her encouragement, you will ﬁnd
greater success in things that you do. Activating the
Relationship Harmony Dou or the Luck Enhancing
Dou can help you dispel negativities and improve
marital bliss.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩跑涸剦䒊雳㹻㾀굥宐⨞鷍摾✲㹆⚹⢕〳䌐⸔✲⚌䲿⼮㖈㾀㹻⚎⻌倰⡙䶓佞㶰ꦿ嬁䧴굷끩腊䧭㽠✲⚌
宐抠ず彂腊䖤ⵌ㣔㖑牝犷կ㢴ⵄ欽抪稘蒀䋒縨㹻㾀굥宐㟞⸈欰劼⛓孞ず傞腊䌄勻鳅䔂涸餥➃鵘կ
Negative forces can be neutralized through Feng Shui principles and tips. You can display peacock
feathers or the Flying Horse Ornament in the North East position of your residence to help you attain
Heaven and Earth blessings. Purple grey colour adds sophistication to your home while attracting friends
whom will help you in need.
14
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1

Photo courtesy of D5 Studio

2

3

Photo courtesy of Ace Space Design Pte Ltd

Photo courtesy of Weiken.com ID Pte Ltd

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

PROPHETIC PURPLE
NP PB 1436D

2

CANYON CLOUD
NP PB 1437T

PHLOX PETAL
NP PB 1402P

FELICIA ROSE
NP OW 1040P

3

SWEETHEARTS
NP R 1293P

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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ALPINE PINK
NP R 1289D
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

HORSE

4365

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩끩涸剦➚䎃侮⡤鵘⸷饰⠃鳅㣐䗳곢靈蒜⚡➃䗱䙖㼆㣟餕銳⛙錜獤匧➢㣟餕絑낉⚥エ》侅雲⸈♳
剣餥➃⸔⸂ꦼ곿⛲⠔鵓ⴎ罜鍒 կ㾩끩涸剦㹻⚥㣐꡶蕯䒓ぢ銯⽂倰⠔䎁䪓✲⚌鵘 կ㢴幑縨♧❈㣐〽綁蒀嗃
暟䧴㖈㹐⾍銯⽂倰嶃♳ꫬ綁蒀剣䮢摾涸⡲欽 կ
Uncertainty surrounds individuals born in the year of the Horse. Learn to accept changes and be
optimistic in the face of failures; be thankful that there will be benefactors around to help keep these
evil forces at bay. Career luck will be impeded if the main door of your residence opens in the South
West direction. Lush green plants or green walls in the South West direction of your residence can
block these negativities.
✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃㾩끩涸剦㖈✲⚌鵘鸪⸔⸂㾩权ծ柎⚹✲⚌♳涸餥➃
䊨⡲♳䥡䖤⦶⸂ⴀ㢪鵴遤〳⟄䖤ⵌ劼麁♸餒㺢կ㹻㾀鄳惂
䧴嶃怚⟄磋紤蒀ծ磋稘蒀⚹⚺〳䌄勻⯕僈♸欰劼剣ⵄ✵崨
䎃鵘⸷〄㾝կ

➚䎃㾩끩涸剦⨴䐀饥⸙㼭䗱⛙匧欰䝱暵ⵆ殆䗱ㄎエ禹
絡ծ䱗屧禹絡ծ肃胊涸嬁氻㺂僒䠑㢪駮⦝「⠟կ㢴鵘⸓⸈䔂䗱
肽⸆腊岤䠑魧䗱涸䎂邂⤑〳馋し鼙կ

Benefactors born in the year of the Dog and Monkey
are helpful towards your career progression. This
year, ride on the favors brought by your benefactors
to help you excel. Opportunities abroad will also
bring you great returns. Pink and purple colours are
advantageous for you; we recommend these colours
for your home decoration items or walls.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
㾩끩涸剦➚䎃㖈餒鵘倰♶⢕姻餒⢕⡎偽⨊餒➚䎃⠔㔔
⚹嚁䨻暟⚌涸✲䞔罜掓䜒♶㜕✈⽁暟⚌嚁䨻銳㼭䗱䲿㤎
紨ⴀꝡ䧴㔔⚹獆餱涸곿罜掓䜒կ絕㭵岤ⱃ〿瀦⟄⿺㣗㧻
倰㿨侨⚹⨊餒䎋鵘〿瀦կ
There is great volatility in your wealth. Your direct
income will not be affected; but do not pin your
hopes on unexpected windfall. Be cautious when
dealing with any issues related to property, such as
contractual agreement or rent amount. Your lucky
numbers are numerals on your marriage certiﬁcate or
the age of you and your partner.

Health takes the biggest hit for individuals born in the
year of the Horse. Be cautious of respiratory, digestive
and gastric issues. Regular exercise can help you
prevent and manage a wide range of health problems.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
㾩끩涸剦䎃遤鵘犢끩❜끭呠蔄➃続傢䠭䞔⚹鵷勻
涸昶餒ⴔ赡傢㹻鵘⽲剣䨾꣖烯կ
㾩끩涸剦蕯絕㭵〳䖤㣔䠑牝犷կ䧴䒊雳⨞㣗㧻ㄤざ修勻ㄤ
靕㹻鵘կ
In 2017, romance and love are in your favour! If
marriage is on the cards, the wedding is blessed by
Heaven and Earth. For married couples, there may
exist some squabbles and disharmony. A Couple
Blessing Dou will bring family harmony.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
♲剢ծ❀剢ծ⼧剢ծ⼧✳剢⚹⨊餒剢⟧傢㥎♨♶傢歑♨㾩끩涸歑䚍剦銳邉鵘遤鵘饥⸙挿❭⯕僈⟄宠䎂곡䒊
雳鄳⥝抵㣢䌄傢㹻鵘կ䊯㔿⛰稘倰⡙〳䲿⼮㹻鵘㟞⸈㣗㧻䞔䠭ㄤ靕կ
The third, ﬁfth, tenth and twelfth month will bring you luck for unexpected income. This favors the female
instead of the male. For gentlemen, you need to enhance your luck through the Guang Ming Lamp or make
use of the Jiu Zi position to improve family harmony.
16
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Photo courtesy of Dots N Interior Pte Ltd

3
2

Photo courtesy of Idees Interior Design
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䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

BUBBLEGUM PINK
NP R 1294T

CRYSTAL PINK
NP R 1312P

2

ADRENALINE RUSH
NP R 1315T

DEAR DIARY
NP PB 1475P

3

CREEK SAND
NP BGG 1705P

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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BROADCLOTH
NP BGG 1706T
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

GOAT

8412

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩繙涸剦➚䎃⠔剣鴲獴㢪ⴀ瘝」⻊⛓韌⛲⠔剣涯䘐♧㖞涸梡韌ⴀ梡㣔䠑赡剣⚹ꦼ⡎〫銳䥡䖤⸖⸂㗏
䭯♶銳鲽僒ぢ㔮ꦼ㧆⼸⠔剣鵘鲮傞劼ⴀ梡 կ㾩繙涸剦➚䎃㹻⚥⽜㹔漖䎯剒㥩ぢ⚎䧴⚎⽂倰䧴怚♳崯覰
䧴㣔瑟覰⠔剣㥩鵘䌢湱⠶雮㣗㧻䠭䞔繠忘䎂곡 կ
With no major star in the Life Palace, it is a busy year for individuals born in the year of the goat with
no rewards to be reaped. However, the resilient Goat is able to adapt and adjust accordingly despite
the difﬁculties ahead. Attract good energy for yourself by facing your bed in either the East or South
East direction and have your walls in shades of blue.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃㾩繙涸剦銳䥡䖤ꥥ劼䎾」剣♳餥➃䲿䶀䎇⚂剣
⼮翟涸劼⠔〫銳⸖⸂䊨⡲烁㹁湡叻䗳搬剣㥩涸㔐䫣կ㾩
繙涸剦〳ⵄ欽䒓鵘괃蒀綁蒀ծꫬ綁蒀禹䬸䖤㥩煂㖞곡⸷
罜♳կ

㾩繙涸剦➚䎃Ȿ罏㹻⚥罈➃㹻⨴䐀饥⸙岤䠑㹻ꅽ剣㾩
⯨ծ륫ծ跑ծ뚃ծ权涸鳊㺂僒錛過⯕⛓拇氬氻ꦼ⟄䐀㢕銳⿺
傍㽠⼕䒊雳剏罏⨞鷍摾✲㹆宠䎂곡䎂㸝կ

Benefactors surround individuals born in the year of
the Goat. Promotion opportunities awaits you, so make
sure you prove your worth and work diligently. Create a
harmonious environment for yourself, by using more of
your lucky colour – green.

Take extra care of the elderly at home, especially if
any of them are born in the years of Rabbit, Dragon,
Snake, Rooster or Dog. Unexpected accidents and
sickness might happen. Dispel Evil Dou helps protect
their health and brings peace to the family. Seek your
doctor's advice immediately if you experience any
discomfort.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
➚䎃餒鵘♶⢕㾩繙涸剦銳䱽ⵖ荈䊹涸䒓Ꝉ♶鷓ざ⨞넞굥
ꤗ涸䫏餴銳㷖⠔䒓彂蒜崨鼙⯝ⴀ梡Ⰶ♶侴ⴀ涸䞔ⲃ剒㥩
腊곫㶸♧疴㢊欽ꆄկ
Extra care needs to be taken in order to keep expenses
within your budget. Steer clear of high risk investments
and learn to be prudent with money matters. It is
important to save for rainy days.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
㾩繙涸剦➚䎃䠭䞔騟♶僽䖎곡歧♶鵂呠蔄鵘鵮♶ꝡ➚
䎃㺂僒エ䒸♶㼱䒗䚍涸ꫬ滸㼆⽀魧涸㾩繙剦勻霹➚䎃
〳⟄䪪ⵌざ鷓涸㼆韌կ
For married couples, family harmony is not all
smooth-sailing this year. Instead, it is a fabulous
year for singles to meet their suitable life partner.
For females, it is also easy for you to attract the
admiration of the opposite sex.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
㾩繙涸剦⨴䐀倰銳岤䠑過⾓ծ滚氬ㄎエ麤䗱肽곿➚䎃⨴䐀鸪摾ⴡⱾ荈䊹䒊雳⣘㤀蚋䋗⡱岁꡶䫡⡤鷍摾
鍒⾌կ〥㢪㹻㸔굥宐ծ⸅Ⱆ㹔⟱⚌〳霼⚁⚌굥宐䋗䭷挿䒸륫腡⻊鍒拇ꦼկ
Health issues take priority this year, take note of illnesses related to blood pressure, eye diseases,
respiratory and heart-related sickness. Praying to the Medicine Buddha can help dispel evil and neutralize
negativities. Hire our experienced Geomancer to evaluate your residence. Ensuring good Feng Shui in the
ofﬁce can help change your luck for the better.
18
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1

Photo courtesy of Carpenters Design Group

3

2

Photo courtesy of Omus Living

Photo courtesy of Atelier Concept Pte Ltd

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

ELECTRIFY
NP AC 2097A

2

CLASSICAL BLUE
NP BGG 1581D

SKY DELIGHT
NP BGG 1579P

3

GRATED GREEN
NP BGG 1629P

PIXIE LEAF
NP BGG 1665T

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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CHARTREUSE
NP BGG 1688D
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

MONKEY

6795

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩柎涸剦䎃鵘玐㥵㣖傈姻䔲⚥〄⯕〄掚剣姻腊ꆀ餒鵘稒ꥥ㾩✵㢴⸣㢴䖤涸♧䎃馊䧭㽠ⵆ➃
ⳝ✲馊♶雦鳅馊剣遤鵘 կ➚䎃䞔絬盗椚♶⢕僽罌낉涸♧䎃 կ
Individuals born in the year of the Monkey are in for a good year ﬁlled with positive energy and
ﬁnancial gains. The harder you work, the greater the fruits of your labour. With the improvement in
luck, do not be conceit and end up making enemies unknowingly.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

㾩柎涸剦㖈✲⚌♳〳⟄〄䮦䨾⡎銳ⴗ雵⥂䭯⡛靈♶
銳䔂ⴀ㣢刿♶〳✰䔂㥩胿⟄⯝䬸➃㦘䗻罜冝⚥⸈⟄䱗倉
㢴䗱㶸䠭䛸㢴饎繠ⵆ➃葻㥩涸➃꣢Ⱒ禹⟄➃ㄤ⚹餥〳䖤ⵌ
刿㢴⸔⸂կ

㾩柎涸剦➚䎃⨴䐀鵘♶⢕氻痗Ⰶ⤀⠔剣鲨犉䠑㢪過
⯕⿺浓絈脅涸ꥻ㹲〄欰〳㹁劍㖈㔋剢ծⰙ剢ծⰓ剢⨞⨴䐀唬
叅կ➚䎃⛲銳殆䗱鳊涸⨴䐀⿺傞㽠⼕⟄⯝䒁霴氻䞔կ

Those born in the year of the Monkey have the
opportunity to display their talents, but do keep in
mind the importance of keeping a low proﬁle. Do not
try to show off or be overly competitive, so as to avoid
being sabotaged by those who are jealous. Be genuine
and learn ways to maintain good social relationships.

This will be a year of illnesses; beware of health issues
caused by cancerous cells, trafﬁc accidents and
serious injuries. Health check-ups in the fourth, sixth
and eighth lunar months are recommended. Keep in
check the health conditions of the older generation
at home. Should there be any health problems, it is
necessary to seek treatment immediately.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE

㾩柎涸剦➚䎃⨊餒鵘⢕䫏餴⟄㛇ꆄ䫏餴⚹ⵄ⡎⟄㸛⚹
⢕ⴗ雵⺡⨞䬐⥂➃㾩柎涸➃➚䎃銳㟞肍⠔剣餒鵘㢴假遤
䱹鍘㣐荈搬㾩㊤䗞⛓䎃㢴獤㊤⨞㥩✲遤鵘刿♳♧㽻嚁կ
㹻⚥鄳⥝⟄抪蒀ծ꜈抪蒀禹⚹⚺紵孞ꥧ魧륫腡䌄傢餒鵘餥
➃鵘կ

㾩柎涸剦➚䎃䠭䞔赡搬곡ⵄ⽲㺂僒♸⠶⣥翸㼱猌㢴⛲
⠔㔔⚹䊨⡲絑䌢ⴀ䊵䧴僽嫱鳅㢴涸䎾ꂹㄤ〥♧⼱ⴔꥬ⚙
㖑䧴ⲇ衅㼆倰䪾礵⸂㢴蔄餩㖈㹻➃⠶⣥魧♳⟄⯝㼋荝㹻
鵘㣟ㄤկ

Individuals born in the year of the Monkey will
possess luck in attaining indirect income in 2017.
Investment of short-term funds will be proﬁtable.
Those looking to expand their wealth should use
Grey or Metallic Grey for their home walls to attract
benefactors and wealth luck. Putting on weight this
year will also improve ﬁnancial luck and doing good
deeds can help improve karma. We recommend
you to travel more to places close to nature to seek
respite from the bustle of the city.

Although individuals born in the year of the Monkey
are in for a year of successful relationships, there
will also be frequent separations from their romantic
partners. Both parties may be physically separated
due to various reasons such as frequent business
trips or having a greater workload. To prevent
discord, individuals must put more effort into
maintaining relationships.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
㾩柎涸➃➚䎃銳岤䠑氻痗僤ⴀ梡僤♶➑⠔䕧ㆇ⚡➃䞔絬鵮⠔Ȿⴁ⚡➃⨴䐀䒊雳⣘㤀蚋䋗⡱䧴⨞嗃犷修勻父
宠⥂⡡荈䊹涸⨴䐀կ㹻⚥⽜㹔〳嶃♳宐覰蒀䧴磋覰蒀禹䌄絛➃小涸䠭錣〳⟄珘㹁䞔絬ㄤ䲿⼮鵘孞կ
Those born in the year of the Monkey must take note of unfavorable stars that will affect personal
emotions and health. We recommend praying to the Medicine Buddha or getting a Zhi Fu Dou to
accumulate blessing. Make use of the colour blue for your bedroom to build a peaceful and serenity haven
for yourself.
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1

Photo courtesy of 9 Degree Construction Pte Ltd

3

2

Photo courtesy of Home Concepts Interior & Design Pte Ltd
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䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

GRAY CHALK
NP N 2010T

2

NORTHERN COMETS
NP N 2014P

GRETEL’S GUESS
NP BGG 1618D

SET SAIL
NP BGG 1595T

3

BLUE SCARF
NP BGG 1586P

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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SEASIDE LODGE
NP BGG 1599P
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

ROOSTER

2988

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩뚃涸剦銳䥡䖤銳宠荈䧮ⵄ欽㣐㗁㞯涸♶ⵄ㔔稇⾓鶖鸣㽠䧭勻䲿⼮荈䊹涸腊⸂ կ➚䎃⠔剣䖎㢴劼⠔
絕霋倝涸剦⿺ず✲䪈㣐欰崞㕕㶩㼆✲⚌涸〄㾝剣䖎㣐涸䌐⸔ կ
Unfavorable circumstances surround those born in the year of the Rooster as you clash with Tai Sui.
You need to stay positive and jump at opportunities in the forthcoming year to expand your social
circle, which will help greatly in terms of career progression.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

㾩뚃涸剦➚䎃鸪呠蔄⸔⸂銳㊤✵鵘欽䒗䚍続⤑〳㖈✲⚌
♳䖤ⵌ⸔⸂呠蔄続赡傢⡎➠銳䥡䖤鼙ꅾ㽠鲽⟄⯝䕧ㆇ⠶⣥
⛓ꢂ涸䠭䞔♸➃皊雧ざ紨俒⛼銳䢆ꅾ㼭䗱⟄⯝く✷կ

➚䎃㾩뚃涸剦⨴䐀鵘♶⢕⠔剣㗂낧牟絑䩛助舸ꃑ胜
汥瘝곿㢴䭽䷑㢴⨞鵘⸓ծ康岷⤛鵳過巊䗄梠կ
㼭䗱끻鲨剒㥩鼙⯝⸈騥宐ծ넞瑟䔀騥瘝넞⽭ꤗ鵘⸓⟄⯝
〄欰䠑㢪կ

Individuals born in the year of the Rooster will meet
with many benefactors at work this year. You can make
use of your luck with the opposite sex, in order to
receive help in your career. Be cautious when signing
contracts to ensure you are not taken advantage of, as
it will not beneﬁt you if a lawsuit arises.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH
餒鵘♶⢕♶鵂鵮㥩剣し僤䭔撑赡搬⨊餒䖎ꦼ剣䨾佐蜦
♶鵂姻餒嫱鳅珘㹁䟝䫏餴涸剦鷥䭊珘⚥宠胿⨞⚥絁涸
䫏餴䩞僽椚䚍遤⚹կ⚺㹐⾍♶㧎ⵄ欽釅蒀⚹㛇炄❀遤湱欰湱
傢剣⸔✵餒鵘❣鸑կ
Although lady luck is not shining on you for indirect
wealth, the presence of benefactor stars will aid your
direct income. Those wishing to invest ought to focus
on mid-term investments. We recommend getting
the Hong Yun Dou or using the colour brown for
your living room to improve ﬁnancial luck and avoid
unfavorable situations.

In terms of health, there will be problems with the
sciatic nerve, surgeries, back aches, among others.
Visit spas for massages, do more exercises and swim
more, so as to improve blood circulation and general
health. If possible, avoid high-risk activities such as
diving and bungee jumping, and be extra careful when
on the road.

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE
㾩뚃涸剦➚䎃➿邍䠭䞔欰崞㢴佖」㖈䠭䞔♳♧ⴗ곡Ⱖ荈
搬ⴗ⺡䔂宠㾩뚃涸㥎䚍剦㺂僒麁ⵌ捍呠蔄銳䥡䖤䌄滚
霋➃⟄⯝黨麁䠭䞔낕㶩罜➃餒⚙㣟կ㹻⚥䶓霃䧴㖈⽜㹔⚎
⽂㟖嶃♳磋堙ծ䧴呠紤蒀㟞鵳嵠恟⚂㺢剣霜䠑涸䞔靈〳
⚹㹻鵘䌄勻Ⱓ傢幑♨幑㺢餥կ
Those born in the year of the Rooster will have a varied
love life this year. Despite having many opportunities
at romance, illusionary love surrounds you. In terms of
relationships, just go with the ﬂow. It is important to
keep a clear head, so as to avoid falling into the trap of
a lustful relationship. Paint the South East direction of
your home or bedroom in shades of orange or fuchsia
to boost fertility and add prosperity to the family.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩뚃涸剦㹻㾀굥宐⚥⛰稘♧涯倰⡙銳鷍摾〳霼⚁⚌굥宐䋗䭷挿⻊摾✲㹆ざ❵㹻鵘䧴䯩過ծ䯩拝ծ㢴獤㊤䗞
䩞〳鼙⯝過⯕䠑㢪⛓拇կ
Individuals born in the year of the Rooster should hire our experienced Geomancer to dispel negative
forces at the [Jiu Zi] and [Yi Bai] positions to ensure harmony at home. Consider donating blood or to
donate to charities to accumulate good karma, which will help you avoid injuries from accidents.
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䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

DESERT BREEZE
NP YO 1151P

2

PERK ME UP
NP YO 1161T

SUNSTRAW
NP YO 1255P

SANDLE TAN
NP BGG 1707D

3

DRIFTING BY
NP N 1838P

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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PECAN SMELL
NP N 1849D
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

DOG

3198

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩权涸剦➚䎃㺂僒鄄霴㼋馊䌐馊䘐⨞➃銳䥡䖤⡛靈㸛姻⚹⢕㢴♧挿姻腊ꆀ✲⚌♳♶銳剣㣖㢴」⸓
㢴⯎㹊荈䊹涸䪮腊䊨⡲⚥㢴➰ⴀ膃驎㹊㖑⠔䰃勻湱䎾涸㔐䫣 կ
There are no major ruling stars in the Life Palace, hence, individuals born in the year of the Dog will
be easily misled despite their intelligence. It is important to keep a vigilant mind and stay low proﬁle.
At work, try to avoid rocking the boat too much – focus on developing your skills; your work efforts
will bring about equal returns.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

㾩权涸剦魧鴝⠔ⴀ梡㼭➃鶖㹲䗱㼆䎾倰〳鼙⯝ꤴⰆ
㼭➃⛓㕕㤛կⵄ欽㥩➃腡Ⱒ禹㢴絕❜♶ず遤⚌涸剦⚺⸓
♸㢪歲❜崨腊蜦䖤餥➃䌐⸔կ

➚䎃㾩权涸⨴䐀鵘♶⢕㺂僒剣過⾓넞ㄎエ禹絡ծ瘡낧⠟
汥ծ欰婤禹絡ծ淼肌氻瘝곿㹻⚥蕯剣㾩权⯨跑繙涸
罏刿銳㼭䗱⨴䐀곿㺂僒剣鵂Ⱒ涸ꦼⰢ䒊雳㹁劍⨞㥩⡤
唬䊨⡲կ

This year, those born in the year of the Dog will face
sabotage by unfavourable people. Keep calm when
dealing with such people to avoid falling into their
traps. Active socialising can provide you with helpful
benefactors so tap on your social connections to your
advantage accordingly.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH

Health issues will be persistent this year, look out for
illnesses related to high blood pressure, the respiratory
system, muscles and bones, reproductive system and
skin problems. Should there be elderly in the family
born in the years of the Dog, Rabbit, Snake or Goat
in your family, there is a need to be cautious of their
safety and health.

㾩权涸剦➚䎃饥⨊餒鵘䫏餴倰⠔剣♶ꝡ涸佐渤♶鷓㹆
鵂ⴔ㖑䫏劼կ➚䎃⚹㾩权涸餒鵘䎃⡎佐Ⰶ珘㹁涸♳棴♧偛
ꤑꬋ➚䎃翟⡙〳⟄䲿⼮やⴭ餒鵘腊㟞⸈涸劼⠔♶㣐կ➚䎃鄳
⥝䨻㶩剣⸔✵⪶傢餒鵘㾋㶩涸⻌倰嶃♳랕蒀䧴㕼랕蒀禹〳
鴪ⵌ鲮鵘涸佪卓կ

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE

Positive wealth luck is shining on indirect income
and investments. Despite the good ﬁnancial luck,
working adults with stable incomes do not have
many opportunities to accumulate wealth, unless an
opportunity for promotion is given. Earth tone colours
and yellow colours for the North direction of your
residence are auspicious colours for the individual.

Unfavourable stars will cause disharmony between
married couples and rebelliousness from offspring this
year. More efforts and energy are needed to cultivate
stronger relationships with your loved ones. The third,
ﬁfth, eighth and tenth lunar months are good for
travelling with the whole family, which can help bring
peace and harmony.

➚䎃㾩权涸剦鸪僤勻月㼋荝㣗㧻㣟ㄤ㶩㥎〒鷟棇䞼
荈䊹涸㭵㪞♸㹻䏭䪾礵⸂ㄤ䗱䙼佞㖈❵➃魧♳䌄Ⰼ㹻
假康餒➃㸝⛙ㄤ靕㹻鵘կ

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩权涸剦䒊雳鄳⥝㾀㹻굥宐㹻㾀굥宐䧴⛼䨻⚎⻌倰㾀俒刼倰⡙䒊雳父挿⯕僈抧ծ⨞鷍摾鍒⾌修䧴嶃♳⟄
㕼抪蒀䧴帜抪蒀⚹⚺涸괃蒀〳䌐⸔䲿⼮✲⚌〄㾝♸㷖⚌鵳姿
This year, renovating the house, lighting the Lotus Lamp at the North East Wen Qu position or getting a
Dispel Evil Dou can aid in career and academic progress! Pops of grey colour in the house can create a
balanced and harmonious feel for the residence.
24
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2

3

Photo courtesy of Wideangle D-Zire Pte Ltd

Photo courtesy of Design 4 Space

䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

WETHERBURN TAN
NP N 1819T

2

MELANCHOLY
NP N 1825P

FOLKSTONE
NP N 2028P

WHETSTONE
NP N 1994T

3

GOLDEN YELLOW
NP YO 1091T

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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SPINNING SILK
NP YO 1144P
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ⴀ欰䎃⟧
YEAR OF BIRTH
䎃
䎃
䎃

䎃
䎃
䎃

䎋鵘〿瀦
LUCKY NUMBERS

PIG

5732

䎃

侮⡤鵘⸷ / OVERVIEW
㾩枽涸剦➚䎃侮⡤鵘♶⢕㼭➃僽ꬋ㢴ծ氬氻綢魧ծ㺂僒䟦㸽⡎〫銳䪪ⵌ姻烁涸倰ぢ㗏䭯荈䊹涸湡叻
➚䎃涸鵘孞➠⠔䖤ⵌ䖎㣐涸鲮」 կ
Unfavourable Qi Sha star strikes into the Life Palace; 2017 is a year full of unwanted gossip,
unexpected incidents, sickness and a tendency to invite lawsuits. As long as you focus on your goal
and head in the right direction, it is still possible to turn your luck around.

✲⚌鵘 / CAREER

⨴䐀鵘⸷/ HEALTH

➚䎃剣ⵄ✵罌霚⿺鵳⥝〫銳㢴⸈⸖⸂䱍䳣劼⠔〳⟄鴪
ⵌ곫劍涸䧭卓✲⚌♳銳䥡䖤獤匧姻餒腊錛կ䊨⡲⚥涸剦
〳⟄〄䮦荈䊹涸䩞⼶〫銳⚁岤荈䊹涸䊨⡲⠔剣♶ꝡ
涸佐蜦կ

㾩枽涸剦銳岤䠑過嫫巵䊼곿殆䗱肃胊ծ㦀猰ծ屲㽶ծ過
祪ծ㦀㥎氻ծⰻⴔ屲㣟靈ծ拧氿ծ㣟溭瘝嬁氻岤ꅾ欰崞錞䖒
〳⟄馋し鼙կ

The upcoming year is suitable for further studies and
for you to upgrade your skill set. As long as you work
hard and make use of opportunities, you will be able
to attain positive results. In terms of career, you will be
rewarded accordingly. Those who are working can have
the opportunities to exhibit their talents.

Those born in the year of the Pig must beware of
blood poisoning and problems with lymph nodes.
Take special notice of illnesses related to the
intestines, stomach, endocrine system, gynecological
problems, urinary issues, glucose level, insomnia, etc.
Placing a greater focus on regulating daily habits can
beneﬁt health.

餒鵘鵘⸷/ WEALTH

䠭䞔鵘⸷ / ROMANCE

➚䎃⨊餒鵘ⴭ傢〳鵳遤肅牰䫏餴⡎銳㼭䗱⟄㸛⚹⢕ꆀⰆ
⚹ⴀ銳䥡䖤⪰襴➚䎃Ꜿ遤ծ⼕毫ծ⠔雦ծ껏굹⚌ծ繠㺂⻊㥿
⚌ծ䖒䋗ծ⚥銯⼕瘝遤⚌鿪⠔剣鳅㥩涸〄㾝㔐䫣❠鳅넞կ

㾩枽涸歑䚍➚䎃呠蔄鵘鳅㥩㺂僒絕霋䒗䚍剦䊺㭵歑䚍
銳鼙䒓呠蔄やⴭ僒䬸䟦♲錭䛄㾩枽涸劢㭵㥎䚍➚䎃呠蔄
鵘兜鸑䊺㭵罏➚䎃㶩㥎僤䔲傢㺂僒䙕㶲幑♨⯓傢♨罜
た〄餒կ銳㟞⸈荈䊹涸呠蔄続ⴔ〳㼜漖䨻嶃♳磋蒀禹 磋
紤ծ磋稘 〳䌐⸔㼜贞続鲮⚹姻続կ

Financial luck for indirect income is good. Individuals
can invest moderately in stocks. Learn to save for
the rainy days. In 2017, industries in banking, medical
treatments, accounting, food and beverages, beauty
and cosmetics, law, traditional and western medicine,
among others, will see relatively good development
and higher returns.

Males will have luck in romance, allowing them to easily
make friends of the opposite sex. It is a good year for
marriage for those who are in a steady relationship.
While single ladies have average luck in romance,
married females might receive good news about
conceiving this year. To draw in love blossoms, using
shades of pink for your bedroom can attract romance
and improve your love life.

䒓鵘㼭餤㡦 / LUCK ENHANCING TIP
➚䎃㾩枽涸剦➚䎃ꥻ㹲㼭➃勻月銳䥡䖤㹁⚺䗱䒊雳⨞俒僅䬸餒修㹁䗱䙁♶月祍嶃鵘կ
䎃特牏僽㊤䗞䢆
絊鷅鵴獤犷䫣⥂ꢤ㹻䎂㸝կ㷛㶩漖䨻⟄磋覰ծ抪覰蒀⚹㛇炄〳珘㹁䞔絬㼆㷛㶩䗱兰〄㾝♸㷖⛴剣䖎㣐涸䌐⸔կ
In 2017, watch out for unfavorable people causing sabotage. We recommend getting a Wen Chang Zhao
Cai Dou, to help you gain a clear mind and attain purity in thoughts. In 2017, praying to your ancestors
will accumulate good fortune and protect your family from harm. Pastel blue or blue grey walls for your
children's bedroom can help stabilize emotion and improve their ability to learn.
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Photo courtesy of Fuse Concept

2

3

Photo courtesy of Rezt & Relax Interior
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䒓鵘괃蒀 / LUCKY COLOURS
1

FLUID BLUE
NP AC 2101A

3

BARBARA BLUE
NP PB 1525T

PARADISE BIRD
NP PB 1393A

AROUSING SCORE
NP PB 1478D

LADY DI
NP PB 1476T

All colours shown here are as close to the actual Nippon Paint colours as modern printing techniques permit.
Refer to Nippon Paint Colour Selection for more accurate colour representation.
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SKYLIGHTS
NP PB 1489P
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